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First of all, we want to inform you that the JCS&T is currently moving its website to a new site based on 
the OJS framework, a top-reference system for scientific journal management. This new site will allow us 
to improve the online presentation of journal articles, the complete editorial workflow, the journal 
indexation, among others. 
Additionally, we are very happy to announce that the JCS&T has been accepted in Latindex Catálogo 
index from the Latindex network an also included in the Emerging Sources Citation Index covered by 
Clarivate Analytics. This two good news encourage us to continue working on improving the journal 
quality. 
Finally, this issue presents seven papers related to robotics, computer vision, software engineering, 
intelligent systems and databases, involving 29 different authors from 8 different Universities of 
Argentina, Mexico, and Nigeria. Besides, this issue also includes two PhD thesis overview and 
information about the 6th Conference of Cloud Computing and Big Data (Spanish initials JCC&BD 
2018), the 13rd Congress of Teaching Technology and Technology Teaching (Spanish initials: TE&ET 
2018), and the 24th Argentine Congress of Computer Science (Spanish initials: CACIC 2018). 
Presenting this issue to the readership, we specially thank the members of the Editorial staff, the authors 
and reviewers and also, the Universities that collaborated with the JCS&T. 
Armando De Giusti, Engineer 
JCS&T Editor 
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